
Bubbles Glass	 Bottle

GANCIA PROSECCO 200ML | ITALY  14
Soft, ethereal texture and a nice mix of fruit citrus and floral mainly with nutty, savoury characters. 
A clean, fresh and nicely balanced wine

MORTON ESTATE PREMIUM BRUT | NEW ZEALAND 13 59
Deliciously refreshing, steady bead and well rounded flavours. This wine shows classic fruit 
flavours complexed by yeast aromas

SQUAWKING MAGPIE METHODE TRADIONELLE BRUT | HAWKE’S BAY  67
Selectively grown Chardonnay and Pinot Noir grapes have been bottle fermented and aged on 
lees for 18 months prior to disgorging, creating a beautiful complex wine with citrus and 
nutty notes

DE LA TERRE BLANC DE BLANC | HAWKE’S BAY 16 90
Matured on its yeast lees for three years. Bright, light yellow/green, with a scented, citrusy 
bouquet, it has a real sense of immediacy, with intense, yeasty, complex flavours, delicate, 
crisp, dry and persistent

DANIEL LE BRUN ROSE BRUT | MARLBOROUGH  74
Fresh and vibrant aromas of strawberries which are complemented by a creamy, biscuity 
complexity. The fine delicate mousse provides a soft creamy mouthfeel, with an appealing 
richness

LAURENT PERRIER LA CUVEE | FRANCE  145
Delicate on the nose with aromas of citrus fruits, underpinned by hints of white flowers. 
The complexity of the wine is expressed in successive notes of white peach and richer citrus 
flavours such as grapefruit

POL ROGER BRUT | FRANCE  155
Exquisitely balanced flavour and texture, the lush, opulent fruit and toast defined by precise, 
refreshing citrus and acid

LINDAUER FREE BRUT 0.0% ALC  54
Fresh, light bodied and convincingly Prosecco like, only this lively Australian bubbly contains 
no alcohol



Sauvignon Blanc
GIESEN VINEYARD SELECTION | MARLBOROUGH 12 55
Aromatically expressive and generously flavoured with freshly cut herbs, scrumptious tropical fruit 
with subtle notes of blackcurrant leaf.

PARITUA STONEPADDOCK | HAWKE’S BAY 13 57
Youthful wine with fine acidity and length. On the aroma we find white flesh nectarine, 
passionfruit and citrus and fragrant white floral notes.

MARTINBOROUGH TE TERA | MARTINBOROUGH  58
An elegant light straw appearance with an intense, vibrant sub-tropical fruit bouquet with citrus, 
snow pea and passionfruit aromas. The palate is inviting with juicy sub-tropical flavours, a lovely 
length and a lively, soft finish.

LEEFIELD STATION | MARLBOROUGH  59
Quintessential zesty aromas of grapefruit flesh, gooseberry and an uplifting perfume of fresh Thai 
basil. The succulent palate is driven by a tight line of saline acidity, coupled with, concentrated 
lemongrass and blackcurrant fruit.

ELEPHANT HILL SEA | HAWKE’S BAY  74
The vineyard is literally across the road from the Pacific Ocean on the coast at Te Awanga, a site 
where the vines benefit from their close proximity to the ocean. This preserves their lively acidity 
and develops intense flavours, which express themselves here as ripe citrus and hints of tropical 
fruit, without being over the top.

Chardonnay
BROOKFIELDS BERGMAN | HAWKE’S BAY 12 58
Fruit driven with pronounced stonefruit, butterscotch and subtle oak toast notes. The fruit is 
generous, yet the ‘Bergman’ Chardonnay retains an elegance and makes a statement.

MORTON ESTATE BLACK LABEL | HAWKE’S BAY 13 60
Full, rich and toasty with hints of butterscotch and grilled stone-fruit. A complex balanced wine, 
this seamlessly textured creamy Chardonnay has great finesse.”

TONY BISH FAT & SASSY | HAWKE’S BAY 14 68
This Chardonnay has a full, broad nose of refreshing and bright aromas of ripe yellow stone fruits 
and citrus fruits along with an edge of creamy and nutty barrel-ferment and spicy oak notes, 
subtle lemon-curd and buttery. The palate has flavours of citrus fruits melded with creamy 
barrel-ferment and nutty, spicy oak.

ESK VALLEY ARTISANAL | HAWKE’S BAY  59
A delicious, full bodied Chardonnay. With minimal oak influence the wine is all about the grape, 
showcasing peach and citrus flavours so typical of Hawkes Bay Chardonnay.

CRAGGY RANGE GIMBLETT GRAVELS | HAWKE’S BAY  70
Pale lemon straw. Classic Gimblett Gravels Chardonnay aromatics of white blossom, nectarine, 
and a subtle lift from the finest French oak. Beautifully refined on the palate with intriguing 
tension between sweet fruit and textural phenolics as it finishes long and dry.



Pinot Gris
SACRED HILL | MARLBOROUGH 12 45
This aromatic Pinot Gris offers aromas of Nashi pear, white peach, sweet white f lowers and vanilla 
pod. The succulent palate is beautifully balanced with sustained flavours of Nashi pear finishing 
with a light acidity.

DASHWOOD | MARLBOROUGH 13 56
On the nose, nashi pear and white blossom greet you with supporting notes of citrus and candied 
ginger. On the palate, the wine is concentrated and poised with bright flavours of pear and lychee.

THE NED | MARLBOROUGH  58
Recognisable salmon pink in colour, showcases classic aromas of quince, pear drop and vibrant 
stonefruit. The palate is lush with juicy nectarine and Braeburn flavours supported by an 
underlying hint of spice that leads to an unctuous ripe finish.

ELEPHANT HILL LE PHANT BLANC PINOT GRIS/VIOGNIER | HAWKE’S BAY  59
Aromatic white blend returns for the 2021 vintage. This wine has a lovely bouquet of white peach 
and pear, hints of a floral aroma, layered with mineral with a fresh palate. A beautiful wine which 
can be enjoyed as an aperitif or paired with seafood or asian dishes.

MT DIFFICULTY ROARING MEG PINOT GRIS | HAWKE’S BAY  65
Ripe stone fruit and citrus blossom on the nose with hints of spice, pear and iced peach tea. The 
palate echoes the nose with orange and tangerine citrus, yellow peach and ginger.

PLUS & MINUS PINOT GRIGIO 0.0% ALC  42
On the nose it’s varietal and has aromas of pear, apple and citrus with a slight hint of floral 
characters. The palate is a burst of citrus underpinned by balanced sweetness and acidity. 

Rose
SACRED HILL | HAWKE’S BAY 12 45
Beautiful pale pink hues leap from the bottle and the glass. Delicate, fresh aromas of watermelon, 
chamomile and strawberry vie for attention on the nose, leading to a refreshing yet concentrated 
palate that finishes long, balanced and dry. The perfect wine for alfresco dining!

THE NED | MARLBOROUGH 13 59
A classic bouquet of strawberries and cream, precede a palate full of summer fruits and crunchy 
red apple. The palate exudes plush and refreshed notes of tangy berry flavours framed with crisp 
acid edges and fine fruit tannin leading to a lingering finish.

CLEARVIEW BLUSH | HAWKE’S BAY  60
Our Blush is a multi-varietal blend of 100% Hawke’s Bay fruit including the teinturier contribution 
of Chambourcin, select parcels of whole berries are skin soaked before being gently pressed & 
cold settled clean juice is carefully racked off solids for fermentation, component wines are 
blended to achieve crisp, summer sweet red fruit combinations.



Aromatics
VILLA MARIA RESERVE ALBARINO | HAWKE’S BAY  59
Bright, light lemon/green, it is aromatic, full-bodied and packed with vibrant, citrusy, peachy, 
slightly spicy flavours, crisp, dry and lasting.

PETANE VIOGNIER | HAWKE’S BAY  65
Full bodied and dry to taste, this wine was handpicked from our low cropped, dry–farmed Tracks 
block, whole bunch pressed and fermented in seasoned French barriques. This is a delicately floral 
Viognier with aromas of tonka beans and cloves, leading to peach, apricot and pine nuts on the 
palate.

ROARING MEG RIESLING | CENTRAL OTAGO 12 60
zesty citrus on the nose - mandarin, navel orange and lime with a hint of floral honey redolent of 
the warmer season. The palate is juicy and inviting, highlighting the citrus flavours before finishing 
with a mineral, stony note at the end. Off-dry in style.

MAIN DIVIDE RIESLING | WAIPARA  49
The nose is a zestful medley of quince, lime, citrus blossom, and nectarine, wrapped in a steely 
mantle of flinty minerality. On the palate there is a lively tension, a rich and juicy mouthfeel 
balanced with gentle sweetness and a shot of refreshing acidity.

TE WHARE RA TORU RIESLING/PINOT GRIS/GEWURZ | MARLBOROUGH  49
Toru has an intriguing nose with notes of mango, fresh citrus, white florals and exotic spices. 
These lead into a multi-layered palate with flavours of mango, citrus, red apple and lychee with a 
lingering spiciness.  The palate has excellent fruit concentration and weight with lovely creamy 
texture, plus a mineral edge which gives it great length of flavour.

CRAB FARM GEWURZTRAMINER | HAWKE’S BAY  53
Made from 100% Gewürztraminer grapes grown at the Crab Farm vineyard. An off dry style with 
beautiful aromatics of rose petal, ginger spice and sweet lychee. No oak, fermented in stainless 
steel.

Pinot Noir
ASKERNE | HAWKE’S BAY 12 56
Cherry and red berry fruited with wild thyme, dark savoury toast and five spice aromatics.  The 
palate is juicy with ripe cherry and berry fruit flavours, oak spice and liquorice notes on the finish. 
Textural and balanced, this fragrant Pinot Noir shows versatility on the table and will pair well with 
most light dishes and meats.

THE NED | MARLBOROUGH  58
Delicious aromas of wild strawberry, raspberry liquorice and dried oregano with a fragrant all 
spice lift. The fleshy, sweet-fruited palate boasts opulent tannins, notes of smoky French oak and 
a long juicy finish.

LUNA ESTATE | MARTINBOROUGH  68
Very vibrant appearance with deep ruby/burgundy colour. Dark cherries, baked plum, violets,
lavender and silty earth. All nice things to smell in a Pinot! A good bit of quality oak adds to
the intrigue. The palate ticks all of the high quality Martinborough Pinot boxes; plush and silky 
tannins with rich ripe berry flavours and text book earthy and savoury tannins



MT DIFFICULTY ROARING MEG | CENTRAL OTAGO  75
Dark, and dense with notes of red and black cherry, red currant, and a touch of baking spice. This 
leads into an opulent palate full of boysenberry, strawberry, and black cherry fruit. A touch of 
cinnamon and star anise spice from the oak balances the wine. A long finish flows through with 
silky tannins.

TE KAIRANGA JOHN MARTIN | MARTINBOROUGH  89
A deep, ripe bouquet of spiced black berry and cherry leads to a bold rich texture on the palate 
with bursts of dark berry fruit and soft, exotically spiced tannins. 

PROPHETS ROCK | CENTRAL OTAGO  110
Concentrated and elegant with red and dark fruit, spectacular baking spices combined with smoky 
oak and the signature integrated tannin structure, this seamless wine with its velvety texture will 
leave you wanting more.

Red Blends
ELEPHANT HILL LE PHANT ROUGE | HAWKE’S BAY 13 59
A proprietary estate red blend sourced mainly from the warm, inland soils of Bridge Pa Triangle 
and Gimblett Gravels. Plummy Merlot and spicy Syrah dominant flavours. Generous, soft, red 
fruits with easing going drinkability.

PARITUA STONE PADDOCK MERLOT | HAWKE’S BAY 14 65
This Merlot is a prime example of the style produced from the stony soils of Hawke’s Bay. Deep 
ruby red in colour, ripe plum aroma’s with vanilla, and cedar notes from the oak. The palate is 
plush and velvety and shows dark fruits dominated by plum and clove and a hint of mocha, 
supported by fleshy tannins. The oak influence is subtle and provides structure and a light vanilla 
lift to the aroma.

BROOKFIELDS SUN DRIED MALBEC | HAWKE’S BAY  66
On the nose these intense dark berry and spice aromas carry through onto the palate showcasing 
ripe Black plums, liquorice, berry jam on toast, cinnamon, dried spices and vanilla oak are all 
harmoniously integrated thus forming the 2021 ‘Sun-Dried’ Malbec. This wine has wonderful 
richness and depth due to the excellent grapes it was made from. It is Malbec on steroids

SQUAWKING MAGPIE THE GRAVELS MERLOT/CABERNET | HAWKE’S BAY 15 74
This wine is deep in colour with a layered fragrant nose of ripe plum and cassis with lifted vanilla, 
cedar and tobacco notes. The palate has a rich velvet texture with excellent structure, ripe black 
fruits and cassis flavours with a long full finish.

TE MATA AWATEA | HAWKE’S BAY  89
There’s grace notes of cola and cassis, bay leaf, lavender, and tapenade. Ripe acid and long tannins 
give a layered richness that builds in length and texture. The classic aromas of the best vintages 
are already present, the hallmark of age-ability.

CHATEAU GARAGE CORNERSTONE CABERNET SAUVIGNON | HAWKE’S BAY  100
Grapes tasting of dark chocolate and foraged fruits were harvested from the vines on the 10th of 
April 2021. The fermenting wine was hand plunged, and post fermentation pressed to six fine, 
French oak barrels. Aromas of fresh chocolate, Bengal tobacco and black olive with an intense 
palate of wild berries, bramble and seductive tannins.



Syrah / Shiraz
FIRST FLIGHT | HAWKE’S BAY 12 57
First Flight Syrah hallmarks qualities of classic Hawke’s Bay Syrah. Deep red purple colour. Intense 
black fruit aromas combined with a hint of spice. Tannins are smooth and sweet, round and soft 
with a persistent finish. Barrel aged.

PETER LEHMANN THE BAROSSAN SHIRAZ | AUSTRALIA  59
The quintessential expression of barossa shiraz, the barossan showcases the superb fruit sourced 
from the many fabled sub-regions across the barossa valley. Aromas of mocha and liquorice notes 
lead to a full-bodied shiraz with juicy raspberry and dark plum flavours supported by spice from 
time in barrel. A silky soft finish.

ESK VALLEY ARTISANAL | HAWKE’S BAY 13 60
The wine is medium to deep red with aromas that showcase the red fruit elements of Hawke’s 
Bay Syrah, including raspberries with undertones of wood spice and pepper

ELEPHANT HILL RESERVE | HAWKE’S BAY  90
The wine is rich and concentrated with blackberry, plums, pepper and spice. It finishes long and 
has silky tannins. It is a wine that will keep improving and can be enjoyed with proper cellaring for 
up to a decade from vintage.

TE MATA ESTATE | HAWKE’S BAY  67
Brilliant deep red with a vibrant purple edge, immediately opens with ripe raspberry and red 
cherry appeal. The red fruit aromas, defined against subtle spices of white pepper, vanilla and 
cinnamon, and complexing notes of Turkish Delight and dark chocolate

PARITUA SYRAH | HAWKE’S BAY  80
This is a beautifully balanced wine with Black Doris plum, blackberry and sweet prune supported 
by a silky textured palate with firm but fine-grained tannins and a hint of oak giving this Syrah 
great structure and length.

MAN O WAR DREADNOUGHT | WAIHEKE ISLAND  105
Savoury elements with blue and black fruits, crushed flowers, graphite, a touch of liquorice and an 
earthy smoky lift. The palate is very classical with medium weight. Some sweet fruit will be 
evident in its youth but there is a long lean frame underneath. The tannins are influenced by stem 
inclusion which gives a fresh sappy introduction to the more robust seed and oak tannin.

PLUS & MINUS SHIRAZ 0.0% ALC  42
Classic Shiraz aromas highlighted by by dark berries, hints of chocolate and vanilla with hints of 
oak. The palate delivers vibrant dark fruits, a touch of sweetness to fill out the mid-palate and a 
thin weave of tannins before ending with medium concentration.

Dessert Wine
THE NED NOBLE SAUVIGNON BLANC | MARLBOROUGH 15 60
This wine displays luscious tropical fruits, toffee and some delicate floral notes that combine with 
layers of honey and musk. Rich and textured.

MARISCO THE KINGS SERIES STICKY  65
An intensely complex nose displaying aromas of toasted bread, marmalade and honey with 
complementary hazelnut, musk, and fig notes. Concentrated flavours of manuka honey, ripe 
nectarine and apricot with layers of zesty citrus. Lusciously viscous.



Beer / Tap Beer, changes regularly, see server for details.
BOTTLE/CAN
STEINLAGER PURE  10
PANHEAD BLACK TOP STOUT  11
PANHEAD PORT ROAD PILSNER   11
CORONA  10
EMERSONS ORANGE ROUGHY HAZY PALE ALE  10
EMERSON HAZED & CONFUSED IPA  10
STEINLAGER LIGHT 2.5%  10
HAWKE’S BAY BREWERY PILSNER   14
EMERSONS LITTLE BIRD 0% IPA  9
STEINLAGER 0%  9

Cider / Other
ISSACS APPLE CIDER  11
ZEFFER HAZY PASSIONFRUIT  12
ZEFFER APPLE CRUMBLE  12
ZEFFER HAZY ALC LEMONADE  12
HAWKE’S BAY BREWERY PEACH BOMB  12
ZEFFER 0.0% APPLE CIDER  10

Spirits (all spirits are 30ml)
VODKA
SMIRNOFF RED  10
42 BELOW  12
KETEL ONE  13
GREY GOOSE  15
ABSOLUT  12

Gin
GORDON’S  10
GORDON’S PINK  10
BOMBAY SAPPHIRE  12
TANQUERAY  12
FOUR PILLARS RARE DRY  13
FOUR PILLARS BLOODY SHIRAZ  13
AVIATION  13
THE NATIONAL DISTILLERY VERDIGRIS  13
HENDRICKS  12

Brandy / Cognac
CHATELLE  10
HENNESSY VS  16
REMY MARTIN VSOP  25



Bourbon
MCKENNA  10
JIM BEAM WHITE LABEL  10
MAKERS MARK  12
KNOB CREEK 9YR  16
WOODFORD RESERVE  14
JACK DANIELS OLD NO7  10
GENTLEMAN JACK  12

Rum
BACARDI SUPERIOR  10
BACARDI ANEJO 4YR  11
CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED  10
CAPTAIN MORGAN  10
APPLETON ESTATE SIGNATURE BLEND  12
KRAKEN SPICED  14

Tequila
JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL  10
JOSE COERVO TRADITIONAL SILVER  12
1800 ANEJO  15

Whiskey / y
JOHNNIE WALKIE RED  10
JOHNNIE WALKER DOUBLE BLACK  12
JOHNNIE WALKER GOLD  16
TALISKER 10YR  14
THE GLENLIVET 12  14
THE GLENLIVET 18  20
THE BALVENIE 12YR  16
OBAN 14YR  20
LAGAVULIN 16YR  20
PROPER 12 IRISH  12
BUSHMILLS  10
JAMESON  10
CANADIAN CLUB  10

Non Alc
MACS GINGER BEER  7
MACS RHUBARB & LEMONADE  7
FEVER TREE INDIAN TONIC  6
FEVER TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC  6
SOFT DRINKS  5
JUICE  6
ANTIPODES STILL / SPARKLING WATER 500ML 6  /  1LTR 10


